Japan and passed away just recently. A great wrestling! 111 min.

A collection of Japanese professional women's bruising wins over Jackie Sato. She settled in times over the years, winning several with agility and skill. She held the Title several size, tremendous strength, and remarkable huge favorite of the Japanese fans due to her Monster Ripper, an American girl, became a

Reggie Bennett, et. al.

This is a special tape in tribute to Reggie Bennett, a magnificent woman who has taken the Japanese fans by storm and now spends more time in that fertile female wrestling country than she does in her native USA. Some of the best professional women's wrestling you'll ever see! 120 min.

WWO-26 Reggie Bennett in Japan

This is the special tape in tribute to Reggie Bennett, a magnificent woman who has taken the Japanese fans by storm and now spends more time in that fertile female wrestling country than she does in her native USA. Some of the best professional women's wrestling you'll ever see! 120 min.

WWO-20 Japanese Tape

9 Matches

At the height of her career, Fabulous Moolah brings in Joyce Grable, Vickie Williams, Winona Little Heart, Judy Martin and LeLani Kai, all with blonde hair, to challenge the talented stars of Japanese professional women's wrestling. They win a few, but mostly learn how tough and talented these brutal Japanese girls really are. 114 min.

WWO-19 Japanese Tape

7 Matches

Monster Ripper, an American girl, became a huge favorite of the Japanese fans due to her size, tremendous strength, and remarkable agility and skill. She held the Title several times over the years, winning several with bruising wins over Jackie Sato. She settled in Japan and passed away just recently. A great collection of Japanese professional women's wrestling! 111 min.
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Japanese professional women's wrestling

The 1970's were a rip-roaring time for the Japanese women. Mimi, Mami, Nancy and Ayumi rose to the top of Japanese professional women's wrestling, and Cheryl Day and Marlene arrived from the US to risk their fit bodies to some monstrous beatings in this tag team bonanza. 110 min.

**WWO- 18 Japanese Tape**

7 Matches

The outdoor arena provides no escape from vicious "heels" who are skilled in the art of trying to maim their opponents with foreign objects. US Pro Liz Chase learns the art very quickly as Noriyo, Princess Victoria, and Itsuki are victimized by stars of Japanese professional women's wrestling. 119 min.

**WWO- 17 Japanese Tape**

6 Girl Tag Match 8 Matches Total

We see a brutal six-girl Tag Match as Matsumoto uses whips, chains, chairs, and bare teeth—all in defiance of the ref's warnings. She even goes after the ref with gleee after she gives Tateno a severe beating. US grupper Dawn Marie gets initiated to Japanese professional women's wrestling violence. A great collection of really tough matches! 118 min.

**WWO- 16 Japanese Tape**

8 Matches

This Japanese professional women's wrestling tape is full of female hatred and brutality. Chains, chairs, buckets, and beer cans all can be lethal weapons as the girls fight during the tag team matches. There were some small tracking problems on the original tape; however we feel that the action is so fast and furious that you will barely notice it. It is digital quality. 110 min.

**WWO- 15 Japanese Tape**

8 Matches

More heart pounding Japanese professional women's wrestling action as the super fit Japanese women show you both their knowledge of technical wrestling and their savage instincts which seem to be natural in the female species—especially in these "Women Warriors of the Orient!" 116 min.

**WWO- 14 Japanese Tape**

9 Matches

This Japanese professional women's wrestling tape is full of female hatred and brutality. Chains, chairs, buckets, and beer cans all can be lethal weapons as the girls fight during the tag team matches. There were some small tracking problems on the original tape; however we feel that the action is so fast and furious that you will barely notice it. It is digital quality. 110 min.

**WWO- 13 Japanese Tape**

9 Matches

The greatest stars of Japanese professional women's wrestling of the 70s roar thru this tape with Rucy Kayama going full blast with Mimi Hagiwara and US Pros Wendy Richter and LeLani Kai showing what they've got against the angry "Women Warriors of the Orient!" 120 min.

**WWO- 06 Japanese Tape**

8 matches

Shot live in the 80's, LeLani Kai & Wendy Richter invade Japan to take on the reigning stars of Japanese professional women's wrestling! You'll be on the edge of your seat watching the smaller Japanese girls bedazzle the US Pros with spectacular technique, speed, and violence! 120 min.

**WWO- 11 Japanese Tape**

9 Matches

Gorgeous Mimi Hagiwara of "All the Marbles" fame battles in four bouts and proves her incredible prowess as an athlete, delivering and enduring some devastating action in this ever-exciting Japanese professional women's wrestling collection. 120 min.

**WWO- 12 Japanese Tape**

8 Matches

Mildred Burke's protégé Cheryl Day goes blonde for a pay check on this trip to Japan. Was it worth it? The beautiful Native American Princess Victoria takes on one of Japan's best and most talented wrestlers, Lioness Asuka. What a collection of Japanese professional women's wrestling! 110 min.

**WWO- 08 Japanese Tape**

11 Matches

Lioness Asuka. What a collection of Japanese professional women's wrestling! You'll adore this tape as we see matches featuring US Pros Wendy Richter, LeLani Kai, and Mimi Hagiwara in action against some of the hottest young Japanese stars. 115 min.

**WWO- 10 Japanese Tape**

10 Matches

This Japanese professional women's wrestling tape is full of female hatred and brutality. Chains, chairs, buckets, and beer cans all can be lethal weapons as the girls fight during the tag team matches. There were some small tracking problems on the original tape; however we feel that the action is so fast and furious that you will barely notice it. It is digital quality. 110 min.

**WWO- 09 Japanese Tape**

9 Matches

Tomy Aoyama & Mami Kumano of "Women's Heaven" fame take on some of the hottest stars of Japanese professional women's wrestling. A great collection of really tough matches! 118 min.

**WWO- 07 Japanese Tape**

8 Matches

The beautiful Native American Princess Victoria takes on some of the hottest stars of Japanese professional women's wrestling. You'll love this tape as we see matches featuring US Pros Wendy Richter, LeLani Kai, and Mimi Hagiwara in action against some of the hottest young Japanese stars. 115 min.